Let’s play United Way Jeopardy!
This fun trivia game will get your team excited about United Way and provide
interesting facts along the way.


The game works just like the real Jeopardy. You can play with individuals or in teams. You will
need one person to keep score and monitor which questions have been asked/answered.



Put the PPT in slide show mode from the beginning. This game does contain sound effects so
you may want to keep the volume on. (Click on the little speaker to hear the fun theme music!)



Have your first “contestant” or team pick a category. (Because this game won’t let you know
which questions have been already asked, it’s best to go straight down the line from $100 to
$500.)



When you click on one of the dollar amounts under the category of choice, you will be directed
to a question in that category. Once the answer has been “asked” (What is ______?) click once
on the question slide and the answer will pop up.



To go back to the main screen with all of the categories and dollar amounts, click on the red
arrow. (There is a red arrow on each slide so you can go back from any slide.)



When all of the questions have been asked and answered, it’s time for Final Jeopardy. Click on
the Final Question and it will take you to the big money answer. This is where your contestants
and/or teams can risk some or all of their $$$ to try and beat their opponents. Each person or
team has a chance to answer the question. (Click on the little speaker to hear the thinking
song.)



Once the final Jeopardy has been completed, add up the dollar amounts and shower the
winner with cash and prizes. Or a LIVE UNITED t-shirt. 



We all win when a child succeeds, when a family becomes financially stable, and when
individuals are able to lead healthy, active lives!

Hopefully you learned some interesting facts about United Way and how your donation is making a
difference every single day.

Thanks for playing— and for making great things happen in our community!

